Designed for possibilities.
Made for people.

Samples
If colour choice is critical, please
request a sample of the material
01462 707700
samples@altro.co.uk

Cut waste,
cut time,
cut costs.
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Altro pre-cut flooring service

altro.com
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Discover more about Altro’s pre-cut
flooring service for transport

altro.com

Streamline your
installation

Did you know?
It is possible to order all existing Altro
transport flooring ranges and designs
to be pre-cut, so you never have to
compromise on performance or style.

With over 60 years’ experience in the global
transport market, Altro have developed an
in-depth understanding of the unique challenges
presented by this diverse industry. With these
insights and our collaboration with global
bus and rail manufacturers, we’ve developed
our pre-cut flooring service to enable original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and
refurbishment partners to save time and reduce
the environmental impact of their installations.

Plan for a fast,
easy installation

Cutting edge
efficiency

Simply choose your flooring and

Altro’s pre-cut flooring service

send us your bill of materials

for transport is designed with

alongside any relevant technical

the needs of both manufacturers

drawings in .dxf format, and

and operators in mind: save

we’ll do the rest. We’ll use our

time and reduce waste on your

state-of-the-art in house cutting

vehicle installation, and create

technology to pre-cut your flooring

a safer working environment

order into handy, smaller pieces

for your technicians with

ready to unroll and install. All

reduced manual handling and

pieces will be clearly labelled and

less risk of cutting injuries.

packed according to your specific
requirements and panel locations.

Selecting our pre-cutting service
for your transport installation is a
more efficient and less wasteful
way to achieve consistent, cost
effective, high-quality installations
for vehicles. It couldn’t be simpler.
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Cut time on
your installation

Endless design
possibilities
Our in-house cutting technology has the
capability to accurately realise intricate shapes,

Save time
With our pre-cut flooring service, time
spent measuring and cutting flooring –
as well as the extra space needed to do
so – is a thing of the past. Your flooring
will be delivered in handy smaller pieces
in individual rolls, for easier manual
handling. Once unrolled and acclimatised,
simply dry fit the pieces into place, trim if
needed, then stick down, roll and weld

logos and designs with all our transport floors.
Whether you’re looking to cut your company
logo, instructional and guidance text, or
even your service city’s skyline for a touch
of visual flair, speak to us to find out how we
can make your design dreams a reality.

Save waste
and the planet

Go all the way

Play your part in reducing waste in your vehicle
assembly: receive your flooring requirements
pre-cut and ready for installation. We set up
our in-house cutting technology so that offcuts
and waste are minimal – and, in the UK, even
those go into our in-house recycling system to
save them from landfill. We are proud that Altro
has sent zero waste to landfill since 2014.

Altro offer a range of services to help streamline
your installation which can be used separately,
or all together as an efficient system. Eliminate
harmful VOC emissions, adhesive application
and curing time, as well as 60% adhesive
weight per square metre with our self-adhesive
service. Speak to us today about combining
our services for installation success.

Did you know?
We our proud to have achieved 0% waste
to landfill at our UK manufacturing plant

Installation
guidance

Why choose Altro’s
pre-cut flooring service?
•

To reduce vehicle downtime and the impact it
has on service delivery

1. Ensure the subfloor is clean, dry, and free
from dust and debris.
2. Unroll all of your pre-cut pieces and check
that you have all the pieces you need
3. Allow the pieces to “relax” and, if needed,
reach optimum installation temperature
4. Dry fit the pieces into the vehicle and trim
if needed

•

To increase operational efficiency, but not at
the price of performance

•

To remove risks associated with the skilled
process of installation

•

To achieve a consistent, high-quality finish
across your entire fleet

•

To reduce accidents and injuries around cutting
and manual handling

5. Remove the pieces and apply your adhesive,
leaving the appropriate “flashing off” time
6. Lay your pre-cut pieces into the adhesive
and roll with a three section floor roller
7. Allow recommended adhesive curing time,
and then weld the seams

Available for:
• Altro Transflor Meta ™
• Altro Transflor Chroma ™ EV
• Altro Transflor Figura ™ EV
• Altro Transflor Wood ™
• Altro Transflor Artis ™
• Altro Transflor Tungsten ™
• Altro Transflor Motus ™

Tip
Altro’s kit cutting service can be combined
with our self-adhesive service to remove
adhesive application and curing time, as well as
significantly reduce harmful VOC emissions.

